Simultaneous Read/Write versus Erase Suspend/Resume

AN99127 discusses the considerations of using the Simultaneous Read/Write and Suspend/Resume features on Cypress flash devices.

1 Introduction
By their nature some operations on flash memory take a relatively long time. A typical Write Buffer Program operation takes 400 µs. A typical Sector Erase operation takes 180 ms to 800 ms, depending on the flash family. During one of these embedded operations, reads from the flash return status information. Many systems require access to read data stored in the flash memory before these operations complete. Cypress offers two flash features to solve this problem: Simultaneous Read/Write and Suspend/Resume. Simultaneous Read/Write devices are designed to allow reading from a flash device at the same time an embedded erase (or program) operation is being executed. The Erase Suspend/Resume and Program Suspend/Resume features allow the user to interrupt an embedded (erase or program) operation in order to read data from the flash device. The application designer will need to take several performance factors into account when deciding which of these methods is correct for the application.

2 Simultaneous Read/Write versus Suspend/Resume Flash Features
Flash devices with the Simultaneous Read/Write feature consist of several independent banks. Each bank encompasses many sectors. One of these devices with an active erase or program operation will only report status for reads from the same bank. Data from other banks are available for reading immediately, regardless of the embedded operation in progress. This design requires a careful division of the flash memory between banks used for code storage and banks used for data storage. The Suspend/Resume feature usually still exists in these multi-bank devices. However, it is only useful when reading data from the same bank where an embedded operation is ongoing.

Single bank devices have a simpler implementation. Because there is only one bank in the whole device, there is no Simultaneous Read/Write feature available. The Suspend/Resume feature must be used to read array data out of the flash during an embedded operation. This allows the application to read data that is anywhere in the device as long as it is not in the sector being erased or programmed. But there is a latency between issuing the suspend operation and when the flash is ready for reading array data. For example, the S29GL01GS has Erase Suspend Latency (t_ESL) defined in the device data sheet as 40 µs, as of this writing. Please consult the data sheet for the most up-to-date information.
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Most systems that use either the Simultaneous Read/Write feature or Suspend/Resume feature do so because of interrupt-driven events that could require access to the flash device during an erase or program. When the Suspend/Resume feature is used, the applicable interrupt service routines must be designed to consider the maximum suspend latency. This latency is not an issue when using a Simultaneous Read/Write device.

When the Suspend/Resume feature is used to handle an interrupt, the erase or program operation is paused while reading takes place. This serial sequence can significantly increase the total time of the erase operation (see Figure 1 for details). Erase operations take longer than programs, so they are the main concern for system latency, and are the focus of our examples here.

Figure 1. Simultaneous Read/Write vs. Erase Suspend/Resume Timing
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Performance
As the number of Erase Suspend/Resume cycles increases, the sector erase operation becomes less efficient. During an erase, the flash device issues a number of erase pulses to the memory array. The completion of a given erase pulse is required in order to progress to the next erase pulse. When an erase is suspended, any erase pulse that was not complete must be restarted (see Figure 2). Thus, if Erase Suspend/Resume commands are issued in rapid succession, the device will restart many of the erase pulses. This will greatly degrade the performance of the erase function, and possibly extend the total erase time beyond the specified maximum value. Each device requires a minimum time between the beginning of an erase (or resume) command and the suspend command. Please consult the device data sheet for the required delay between resume and suspend. Another solution is to use flash with the Simultaneous Read/Write feature instead of Suspend/Resume.

![Figure 2. Incomplete Internal Erase Pulses Get Restarted](image)

How Often Can an Erase be Suspended?
Erase operations can be suspended any number of times on MirrorBit® technology flash. However, these devices still require complete erase pulses for progress on an erase operation.

Conclusion
For systems that need to suspend embedded operations occasionally, such as interrupt-driven controllers or computer systems, the Suspend/Resume feature provides for adequate overall performance. But if a system is real-time and will frequently need to read from the device, or must have immediate access to flash contents, a flash device with the Simultaneous Read/Write feature could achieve optimal erase performance and minimum read latencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Simultaneous Read/Write</th>
<th>Suspend/Resume with multi-bank Flash</th>
<th>Suspend/Resume with single-bank Flash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location for Flash Array Reads</td>
<td>Any sector in a different bank</td>
<td>Different sector in same bank</td>
<td>Any other sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Latency</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>See data sheet, typically 20-40 µsec</td>
<td>See data sheet, typically 20-40 µsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Impact</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Embedded operation completion delayed. Application impact varies by application</td>
<td>Embedded operation completion delayed. Application impact varies by application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Complexity</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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